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MODULE 3

HOMEWORK CHECK LIST & VIDEO TAKE HOME

Either directly in the facebook group or in the Portal. Give yourself an hour and fifteen minutes. Forgive us for the fact that this one is in por-

trait mode!! There must be an energetic reason for it, but it just would not record in landscape mode for this one. So here is my face. Full Frontal 

as it were :) 

A MONEY MINDSET RESET IN 4 PARTS

1. WATCH THE MODULE 3 VIDEO

Remind yourself that these are just numbers and start to notice if there is anything magical about them and the way they are showing up/ 

configuring. Repeat the words I AM GOLDEN or MONEY IS MY TREASURED FRIEND as you look at the numbers. Don’t give a hoot 

whether the proof is in the pudding just yet — this is energ y. It can move fast. But we have to find our blindspots and apply love and truth. No 

hiding. 

2. CONTINUE TO CHECK YOUR BANK BALANCE EVERY DAY

Seriously. Do it. The only difference between people who shift their lives and those who don’t is the commitment to actually do the practices. We 

can know them FOREVER but we actually have to DO them for things to shift. All of which sounds much harsher than I normally am, but 

here’s the thing — I really want this to work for you, and this stuff works. Please trust me. 

3. DO YOUR GOLDEN HOUR
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Feng Shui is real, The Magical Act of Tidying Up is real. Space matters. If your wallet is a mass of old receipts, business cards that you never 

look at, and some old mustard stains, it’s a direct reflection of your internal financial realm. Some times, shifting the external actually can sooth 

and shift the internal. So even if you don’t buy a new wallet, commit to your next golden hour action being tidying out your wallet. Also, try and 

keep a little stash of cash in there if you can. Even when I had a lot of money in my checking, I rarely kept money to hand. And then I realized 

how luxurious it felt to know that I was always taken care of — If I wanted to give a cash tip, I could. If I was somewhere that didn’t take cards, I 

was covered. I felt abundant for knowing that I always had a $20 bill handy. It feels good. And I felt like I was taking care of myself by stopping 

at the ATM simply to pick up a $20 bill to have in my wallet at all times. Because I was. 

4. CLEAR OUT YOUR WALLET. {AND CONSIDER PURCHASING YOURSELF A NEW ONE.} 

5. FILL IN YOUR HOMEWORK FOR MODULE 3

(By now, I’d really like it to be 3.)

Here are a few examples for you from my day:

I am Incredible! I had some deep sticky stuff come up in the recesses of my psyche relating to finance while I was staying at hannah’s, and I 

worked it. Deeply. Rewrote a new mantra. Turned on my phone and saw an elixir order had come in. 

I am in integrity and walking my walk!! I interrupted an old pattern of impulse purchases when I stopped at Target on the Way back to Ojai 

yesterday. I realized that my little one was actually just super scared of what she might see and so I asked her to speak to me. I let her cry in the 

car, and immediately everything shifted and I felt so much better and clearer and GRATEFUL. This was HUGE. 

I am magical and the Universe speaks to me constantly -- I returned home to discover that my entire front lawn had blossomed with the most 

exquisite honey smelling little flowers while I was away. It is the most beautiful reflection of the inner work that took place over the past month 

and a gorgeous godwink of all that is continuing to blossom. Awed. Humbled. Grateful. 

6. TEXT YOUR DAILY ONE BEAUTIFUL THING TO YOUR ACCOUNTABILITY PARTNER 

Seriously, this might be the toughest. It might make your tummy gurgle. Just remember — you do not have to take care of how any of this stuff 

happens or how this money comes in. At this stage, you are simply declaring your desires and putting in your wishlist. How is that not fun?! 

Seriously. It’s only not fun if we think we are limited in what we can being in. That’s not the point of the exercise. Let it be fun!!!!
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TAKE HOMES FROM THE MODULE 3 VIDEO

Every single one of us, regardless of gender, is a balance of the divine feminine and divine masculine inside. Everything that we are doing on the 

spiritual plane of self-discovery is to awaken and anchor these aspects internally with a sense of balance so that we can show up in the world as 

Whole Beings. This, in many ways, is literally why we came. It’s what the Spiritual Journey is in tangible terms. Many of us who have historical-

ly been out of balance with finances, haven’t fully anchored in our healthy divine masculine. There’s no shame in this — the majority of humans, 

until they choose to do internal work, have not anchored nor balanced these energies. What is the Divine Masculine in tangible finance terms? 

This is the space of creating sacred containers and order and commitments etc. Your Golden Hour and your decision to do it at a certain time 

and stick to it is an example of your Divine Masculine in action. The tools and practices for this week are very much places for our divine mas-

culine to come into order. Tracking digits, writing numbers down and planning with them is an essential part of a healthy financial dynamic. 

You don’t have to be scared of them. They are simply just tasks. Resistance will say that they are deeply scary and that if you engage with them 

that they will prevent you from being your magical, free flowing self. Truth will say that they are the containers that actually allow you to an-

chor your magic, create a safe and sacred foundation so that your magic can truly fly free unencumbered. Sounds pretty beautiful to me, No?

1. EMBRACE THE DIVINE MASCULINE INSIDE

Reclaiming our sense of connection to the wider Universe and truly understanding that the Cosmos knows your name is a profound act of cour-

age. It asks for a level of vulnerability and trust. It asks that you release the firm grip of the way of Being that says if I believe in the Universe and 

it doesn’t seem to show up for me, I may be even more disappointed and embarrassed for exhibiting such innocence. “At least,” so says our protec-

tive ego brain, “if I don’t really believe that the Universe can help me, then I won’t be in as much pain and shame if it doesn’t work out. And don’t 

get us started on the fears of what it might mean to seem to have the Universe take care of us when it looks like it’s not taking care of others.” All of 

these thoughts are resistance. The truth is that the Universe absolutely knows you and cares about you. It simply does. It is incredibly vulnerable 

to step forward and allow that to be true, but the more you do, tenderly and gently, with little mini steps at first, the more you will start to see 

the proof. At the very least, know this — what you know to be “Reality” is a tiny slice of what goes on between the seen and unseen realms. The 

more you realize this, the more you can throw the old “rules” to the wind and start trusting and exploring more. Be curious. Ask the Universe 

to show you a specific message in a license plate or ask to see a shooting star. Commune with the bigger picture. It knows you. It loves you. And 

it is working with you. But you have to allow yourself to Believe it. And while we are here, there are many magical Beings, myself included that 

have been shown again and again direct, tangible proof of this relationship, and still we have deeper moments of Doubt. Sometimes deeper even 

than most. If you are someone that wants to prove to the “regular” world that magical universe stuff is all real, ask yourself who you are really 

trying to prove it to? I have found that this need to prove to others, is often a clear indication that we have deeper realms in our own psyche that 

need to be held and reminded of what is true and possible. It certainly was the case for me. 

Balance the above two notions — taking the tangible steps of the the divine masculine and embrace the beautiful divine feminine ability to 

believe in what we cannot see, and you will literally start to see and feel even more deeply that YOU ARE GOLDEN. 

2. FAITH. ALLOWING OURSELVES TO BELIEVE AGAIN.


